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(54) Ventilation structure for front vehicle body section

(57) A ventilation structure includes: an external air
introduction section (IN) capable of introducing travel
wind from front-end opening portions (21a) into a front
vehicle body section; a shutter mechanism (13) provided
in the introduction section and openable and closable to
control an amount of travel wind to be introduced into the
body section. The shutter mechanism (13) includes a plu-

rality of fins (17) arranged in vertically spaced-apart re-
lation to one another and pivotable about their respective
pivot shafts (35) extending in a width direction of the ve-
hicle. Each of the pivot shafts (35) is provided offset to-
ward a back surface (17b) of the fin opposite from a wind
receiving surface (17a) of the fin which faces forward of
the vehicle when the fin is in a closed position.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an improve-
ment in vehicular ventilation structures for directing travel
wind (i.e., wind encountered as a vehicle travels) into a
radiator, engine room, etc. provided in a front vehicle
body section.
[0002] Among the conventionally-known ventilation
structures for a front vehicle body section (hereinafter
also referred to as "front-vehicle-body-section ventilation
structures") is one in which a shutter device for opening
and closing an air flow passage is provided in front of a
radiator. One example of such a front-vehicle-body-sec-
tion ventilation structure is known from Japanese Patent
Application Laid-open Publication No. 2007-001503
(hereinafter referred to as "the patent literature"). Accord-
ing to the disclosure of the patent literature, casing mem-
bers are fixed to a vehicle body, and shutter devices are
mounted to the casing members. Air flow passages,
opening toward grille openings formed in a front end sec-
tion of the vehicle body, are openable and closable by
the shutter devices to adjust an amount of travel wind to
be directed to a radiator and engine room provided be-
hind the shutter devices.
[0003] Each of the above-mentioned shutter devices
includes a plurality of vane members. The vane members
each include a plate-shaped vane body and a support
shaft supporting the vane body, and the support shafts
are each pivotably supported by opposed end portions
of the corresponding casing member. Each of the support
shafts has an outer diameter greater than the thickness
of the vane body and projects, or is exposed, from the
surface of the vane body. Thus, when travel wind hits the
vane members, there occurs disturbance in air streams
flowing along the surfaces of the vanes, which may result
in increased air resistance and wind roar. Further, be-
cause each of the support shafts projects from the sur-
face of the corresponding vane member, design freedom
of the surface of the corresponding vane member would
be limited, and thus, control of travel wind would be ad-
versely influenced.
[0004] In view of the foregoing prior art problems, it is
an object of the present invention to provide an improved
front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure which
can not only effectively prevent disturbance of air flows
introduced into a front section of the vehicle body but
also achieve an enhanced design freedom.
[0005] In order to accomplish the above-mentioned
object, the present invention provides an improved front-
vehicle-body-section ventilation structure, which com-
prises: an external air introduction section capable of in-
troducing travel wind from opening portions provided in
a front end section of a vehicle body; and an opening/
closing mechanism provided in the external air introduc-
tion section for controlling an amount of travel wind to be
introduced from the opening portions, the opening/clos-
ing mechanism including a plurality of fins arranged in a
side-by-side row, each of the fins having a respective

shaft portion about which the fin is pivotable, via a drive
device, between a fully opened position and a fully closed
position to open and close the external air introduction
section, the shaft portions of the fins extending not only
perpendicularly to the row of the fins but also along
lengths of the fins, each of the shaft portions being offset
toward a back surface of a corresponding one of the fins,
opposite from a travel wind receiving surface of the cor-
responding fin, without being exposed from the travel
wind receiving surface of the fin in a fully closed position.
[0006] According to the present invention, the shaft
portion is located remote from, or opposite from, the fin’s
wind receiving surface facing forward of the vehicle when
the fin is in the closed position closing the external air
introduction section (or opening portions), and the shaft
portion does not project, or is not exposed, from the wind
receiving surface. Thus, unlike in the conventional coun-
terparts, no concave/convex surfaces are formed on the
wind receiving surface of each of the fins, and thus, the
wind receiving surface can be a smooth surface, such
as a smooth flat or curved surface. As a consequence,
airstreams can flow smoothly along the wind receiving
surface, causing no flow disturbance and wind roar.
[0007] Further, in the present invention, the opening/
closing mechanism includes the plurality of fins arranged
in a row in such a manner as to be capable of fully closing
the external air introduction section, and each of the fins
has the shaft portion about which the fin is pivotable to
open or close the external air introduction section. The
shaft portions of the fins extend not only perpendicularly
to the row of the fins but also along lengths (i.e., lengths
as viewed from the front of the vehicle) of the fins, and
each of the shaft portions is offset toward the back sur-
face of the corresponding fin, opposite from the wind re-
ceiving surface of the corresponding fin, without project-
ing from, or being exposed from, the wind receiving sur-
face of the fin in the fully-closed position. With such ar-
rangements, no concave/convex surfaces are formed on
the wind receiving surfaces of the fins, and thus, no dis-
turbance occurs in flows of travel wind due to the wind
receiving surfaces, so that the travel wind can be deliv-
ered or directed smoothly into the radiator and engine
room. In this way, the present invention can enhance
aerodynamic performance of the vehicle body and effec-
tively prevent generation of undesired wind roar. Also,
the present invention can achieve an enhanced design
freedom of the wind receiving surfaces and can finely
adjust an amount of flows of travel wind and finely set a
travel wind directing direction.
[0008] In a preferred embodiment, each of the shaft
portions is provided at a center position in a cross-sec-
tional length direction of the corresponding fin or provided
closer to a front end portion of the fin than the center
position in the cross-sectional length direction, as viewed
when the fin is in the opened position with the cross-
sectional length of the fin oriented in a front-rear direction
of the vehicle. In the case where the shaft portion is pro-
vided closer to the front end portion of the corresponding
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fin than the center position in the cross-sectional length
direction, it is possible to not only reduce the area of a
wind receiving surface portion of the fin which acts to
pivot the fin in a closing direction when travel wind has
hit the fin, but also increase the area of a wind receiving
surface portion of the fin which acts to pivot the fin in an
opening direction when the travel wind has hit the fin.
Thus, the present invention can reduce a necessary load
of the drive device when opening the fins. When the ve-
hicle has got into a puddle and a water hammer has hit
the fin, there occurs a difference between water pressure
received by a front region of the shaft portion and water
pressure received by a rear region of the shaft portion.
Because of such a water pressure difference, the present
invention can cause the fin to pivot from the closed po-
sition to the opened position, thereby allowing an exces-
sive water hammer load to escape past the fin.
[0009] In a preferred embodiment, the wind receiving
surface of each of the fins has a top portion located on
a partway position in the cross-sectional length direction
of the fin, a first slant surface lying from the top portion
to the front end portion, and a second slant surface lying
from the top portion to a rear end portion of the fin as
viewed when the fin is in the opened position with the
cross-sectional length of the fin is oriented in the front-
rear direction of the vehicle. The first slant surface is
formed to slant to gradually approach the back surface
of the fin in a direction toward the front end portion, while
the second slant surface is formed to slant to gradually
approach the back surface of the fin in a direction toward
the rear end portion. As the fin has started pivoting in the
closing direction from a fully opened position, the first
slant surface approaches a perpendicular relation to
flows of travel wind more than the second slant surface,
so that travel wind pressure acting on the fin in the closing
direction in response to the travel wind hitting the first
slant surface becomes greater than travel wind pressure
acting on the fin in the opening direction in response to
the travel wind hitting the second slant surface. Thus, fin-
closing pivoting torque greater than fin-opening pivoting
torque is produced by the travel wind pressure. In other
words, the first slant surface can increase travel wind
pressure that acts on the fin in the closing direction, while
the second slant surface can reduce travel wind pressure
that acts on the fin in the opening direction. In this way,
the present invention can reduce the load of the drive
device required when closing the fins, thereby reducing
power consumption by the drive device.
[0010] Preferably, at a pivot angle of the fin where wind
pressure the wind receiving surface of the fin receives
from the travel wind becomes the greatest, the top portion
and the shaft portion are located in alignment with each
other on the same imaginary straight line extending along
a travel wind directing direction of the ventilation struc-
ture. At such a pivot angle of the fin where wind pressure
the wind receiving surface receives from the travel wind
becomes the greatest, the entirety of the first slant sur-
face is located closer to the front end portion than the

straight line passing the top portion and the shaft portion,
while the entirety of the second slant surface is located
closer to the rear end portion than the straight line. Be-
cause the top portion and the shaft portion are located
in alignment with each other on the same imaginary
straight line at the pivot angle of the fin where wind pres-
sure the wind receiving surface of the fin receives from
the travel wind becomes the greatest, the first slant sur-
face, whose entire surface is located closer to the front
end portion than the straight line, can increase auxiliary
fin-closing pivoting force imparted by travel wind pres-
sure, while the second slant surface, whose entire sur-
face is located closer to the rear end portion than the
straight line, can reduce force that occurs due to the travel
wind pressure and impedes pivoting movement, in the
closing direction, of the fin (i.e., fin-closing impeding
force). Therefore, at the pivot angle of the fin where wind
pressure the wind receiving surface of the fin receives
from the travel wind becomes the greatest, the present
invention can even further reduce the load of the drive
device for driving the fins.
[0011] Preferably, a region of the wind receiving sur-
face which receives travel wind when the fin is in the fully
closed position constitutes an effective wind receiving
surface, the front end portion of the fin constitutes an
effective front end and an end of the effective wind re-
ceiving surface opposite from the effective front end con-
stitutes an effective rear end. The shaft portion is dis-
posed in a region lying from a position, where a ratio
between a length from the effective front end to a center
of the shaft portion and a length from the center of the
shaft portion to the effective rear end is 4.8 : 5.2, to the
effective front end. Thus, in response to any types of
water hammers, the above arrangements can create a
difference in fin-opening direction between a water ham-
mer load (water pressure) received by a wind receiving
surface portion lying from the effective front end to the
center of the shaft portion and a water hammer load (wa-
ter pressure) received by a wind receiving surface portion
lying from the center of the shaft portion to the effective
rear end, so that the fin can be opened reliably. Conse-
quently, when a water hammer has hit the fin, the present
invention can reliably cause the fin to pivot from the
closed position toward the opened position and thereby
allows a water hammer load on the fin to escape past
the fin, so that the invention can reliably protect the fin.
[0012] In a preferred embodiment, the shaft portion is
disposed in a region where the ratio is in a range from
4.8 : 5.2 to 4.5 : 5.5. Therefore, the shaft portion can be
prevented from being located at a position closer to the
effective front end than a position where a motor load
reduction rate critically lowers when the fin is opened,
and can be located at a position where the motor load is
not increased while the fin is in the closed position. As a
result, the present invention can achieve an enhanced
efficiency of the ventilation structure.
[0013] The following will describe embodiments of the
present invention, but it should be appreciated that the
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present invention is not limited to the described embod-
iments and various modifications of the invention are pos-
sible without departing from the basic principles. The
scope of the present invention is therefore to be deter-
mined solely by the appended claims.
[0014] Certain preferred embodiments of the present
invention will be described in detail below, by way of ex-
ample only, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a front vehicle body
section, which particularly shows a first embodiment
of a ventilation structure of the present invention em-
ployed in the front vehicle body section;
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the first embodiment of
the ventilation structure with a shutter mechanism
thereof in a closed position;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the first embodiment of
the ventilation structure with the shutter mechanism
in an opened position;
Fig. 4 is a side view of one of a plurality of fins em-
ployed in the first embodiment of the ventilation
structure;
Fig. 5 is a sectional view showing the fin in an inclined
position;
Figs. 6A to 6C are views explanatory of behavior of
the fin in the first embodiment of the ventilation struc-
ture;
Figs. 7A to 7C are views explanatory of behavior of
a comparative conventional example of a fin;
Fig. 8 is a graph showing relationship between fin-
opening pivoting torque and pivot angle of the fin
employed in the first embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a graph showing relationship between nec-
essary motor load of a torque motor and the pivot
angle of the fin;
Fig. 10 is a front view of a second embodiment of
the ventilation structure, which particularly shows a
plurality of fins in a fully closed position;
Fig. 11 is a sectional view taken along line 11 - 11
of Fig. 10;
Fig. 12 is a view explanatory of behavior of one of
the fins in the second embodiment of the ventilation
structure;
Figs. 13A and 13B are views explanatory of how the
fin behaves to allow water to escape past the fin;
Fig. 14 is a graph showing relationship between po-
sition of a pivot shaft, opening/closing of the fin and
motor load; and
Figs. 15A to 15C are views showing different posi-
tions of the pivot shaft in the second embodiment of
the ventilation structure.
Reference is now made to Fig. 1 showing in perspec-
tive a front vehicle body section and, more particu-
larly, a first embodiment of a ventilation structure
(hereinafter referred to as "front-vehicle-body-sec-
tion ventilation structure") of the present invention.
In the front-vehicle-body-section ventilation struc-

ture, a ventilation device 11 for controlling an amount
of travel wind (i.e., wind encountered as a vehicle
travels) to be introduced and directed into a radiator
and engine room is provided on the front surface of
a bulkhead 10 constituting the front body of the ve-
hicle. The ventilation device 11 includes a shutter
mechanism 13 provided on the front surface of the
bulkhead 10 for controlling an amount of travel wind
to be introduced.

[0015] The shutter mechanism 13 is disposed in front
of the radiator 23 and includes a shutter base 14 mounted
on the bulkhead 10, a plurality of vertically-elongated
support members 16 fixedly mounted on the shutter base
14, and a plurality of horizontal fins (three fins in the in-
stant embodiment) openably and closably supported by
the vertically-elongated support members 16. Reference
numerals 14a and 14b indicate ventilation openings
formed in upper and lower regions of the shutter base 14.
[0016] Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the front-vehicle-
body-section ventilation structure with the shutter mech-
anism 13 in a closed position. As shown, the ventilation
device 11 includes: a duct 22 connected at its front end
portion to opening portions 21a of a grille 21 provided on
a front end section of the vehicle body and connected at
its rear end portion to the shutter mechanism 13; a torque
motor (drive means) 26 connected to the individual fins
17 via a link mechanism 24; a control section 27 for con-
trolling the torque motor 26; and a guide member 28 de-
signed to not only guide the link mechanism 24 but also
function also as a stopper for limiting movement of a mov-
able section of the link mechanism 24. Reference numer-
al 31 indicates an air conditioner condenser disposed
behind the shutter mechanism 13 and in front of the ra-
diator 23.
[0017] In Fig. 2, the individual fins 17 of the shutter
mechanism 13 are in a fully closed position so that no
travel wind is introduced from the opening portions 21a
to the radiator 23 and engine room.
[0018] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the shutter mecha-
nism 13 also includes a plurality of pivot shafts (or shaft
portions) 35 pivotably supported by the vertically-elon-
gated support members 16, and the fins 17 and a plurality
of arm members 36 integrally connected to the pivot
shafts (shaft portions) 35. Each of the arm members 36
is connected to the link mechanism 24.
[0019] The link mechanism 24 includes a vertical slide
link 37 connected to the plurality of arm members 36,
and an arm link 39 connected at one end portion to a
lower end portion of the vertical slide link 37 via a con-
nection pin 38 and connected at another end portion to
a rotation shaft 33 of the torque motor 26 (motor shaft 33).
[0020] The arm members 36 and slide link 37 are in-
terconnected by arm shaft portions 36a, provided at re-
spective one ends of the arm members 36, movably in-
serted in elongated holes 37a formed in the slide link 37.
The connection pin 38 is movably inserted in an elongat-
ed hole 37a formed in a lower end portion of the slide
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link 37.
[0021] The torque motor 26 is a D.C. current motor
which uses torque of its rotation shaft 33 rotating within
a limited rotational angle range, and which includes a
motor case 43 having the control section 27 accommo-
dated therein.
[0022] The guide section 28 includes a lower guide 46
that not only limits downward movement of the slide link
30 moving in a vertical or up-down direction but also sl-
idably supports a lower portion of the slide link 37, and
an upper guide 47 that not only limits upward movement
of the slide link 37 but also slidably supports an upper
portion of the slide link 37. In the state shown in Fig. 2,
the upper portion of the slide link 37 is in contact with the
lower end of the upper guide 47.
[0023] Fig. 3 shows the individual fins 17 of the shutter
mechanism 13 in a fully opened position fully opening an
external air introduction section IN (or opening portions
21a). While the vehicle is traveling in the state shown in
Fig. 3, travel wind, introduced through the opening por-
tions 21a of the grille 21, passes through the duct 17,
then through between the fins 17 and then through the
air conditioner condenser 31 and radiator 23 to thereby
effect heat exchange. Then, the travel wind gets into the
engine room located behind the radiator 23. In the state
shown in Fig. 3, the lower portion of the slide link 37 is
in contact with the upper end of the lower guide 46. The
following mostly describe only one of the fins 17 because
the fins 17 are identical in construction and behavior to
one another.
[0024] Fig. 4 shows the fin 17 in the fully opened po-
sition where its cross-sectional length extends (i.e., is
oriented) in a front-rear direction of the vehicle as in Fig.
3. When viewed in the cross section taken transversely
at right angles to the pivot shaft 35, as shown in Figs. 3
and 4, a direction of a longer dimension (i.e., cross-sec-
tional length) of the fin 17 is hereinafter referred to as
"cross-sectional longitudinal direction" or "cross-section-
al length direction" of the fin 17, while a direction of a
shorter dimension of the fin 17 is hereinafter referred to
as "thickness direction" of the fin 17.
[0025] The fin 17 has two surfaces opposite from each
other in the width direction, i.e. wind receiving surface
17a and back surface 17b, and front and rear end portions
17c and 17d opposite from each other in the cross-sec-
tional longitudinal or length direction.
[0026] The wind receiving surface 17a comprises a
main wind receiving surface portion 17f closer to the front
end portion 17c, and a rear-side surface portion 17g clos-
er to the rear end portion 17d. The main wind receiving
portion 17f is formed as an upwardly convex curved sur-
face and has a top portion 17h (indicated by a black circle
in Fig. 4) located adjacent to the front end portion 17c
and projecting to the highest level in the width direction.
The rear-side surface portion 17g is formed as a sub-
stantially flat surface smoothly continuing to the main
wind receiving portion 17f.
[0027] A region of the main wind receiving portion 17f

located closer to the front end portion 17c than the top
portion 17h is formed as a first slant surface 17j slanting
forward and downward, while a region of the main wind
receiving portion 17f located closer to the rear end portion
17d than the top portion 17h is formed as a second slant
surface 17k slanting rearward and downward.
[0028] Further, the back surface 17b is formed as a
flat surface having front and rear recessed portions 17m
and 17n, for weight reduction of the fin 17. The front end
portion 17c has a forwardly convex curved surface con-
necting continuously to the wind receiving surface 17a,
and this forwardly convex curved surface is included in
the main wind receiving surface 17f. The rear end portion
17d has a smaller thickness than the other portions of
the fin 17.
[0029] The pivot shaft 35, more specifically the center
or axis 35a of the pivot shaft 35, is not only offset in the
thickness direction by a distance d1 from a centerline 50,
horizontally passing the center of the thickness T of the
fin 17, toward the back surface 17b, but also offset in the
cross-sectional longitudinal direction by a distance d2
from a centerline 55, passing the center of the cross-
sectional length L of the fin 17, toward the front end por-
tion 17c.
[0030] Further, the top portion 17h of the wind receiv-
ing surface 17a is offset by a distance d3 from the cen-
terline 55 toward the front end portion 17c, but also offset
from the axis 35a of the pivot shaft 35 toward the front
end portion 17c.
[0031] When the fin 17 is inclined about the axis 35a,
for example, by 45 ° toward its closed position, as shown
in Fig. 5, the top portion 17h of the wind receiving surface
17a and the center or axis 35a of the pivot shaft 35 are
located in alignment with each other in a travel wind di-
recting direction, namely, on a same imaginary horizontal
straight line 57 extending in the front-rear direction or
travel wind directing direction of the ventilation structure.
At that time, the first slant surface 17j is located below
the horizontal straight line 57, while the second slant sur-
face 17k is located above the horizontal straight line 57.
[0032] Further, in Fig. 5, reference numeral 61 indi-
cates a first representative point (or first given point) on
the first slant surface 17j, reference numeral 62 indicates
a second representative point (or second given point) on
the second slant surface 17k, 63 indicates a first tangent
line of the first slant surface 17j passing the first repre-
sentative point 61, and 64 indicates a second tangent
line of the second slant surface 17k passing the second
representative point 62.
[0033] Next, a description will be given about behavior
of the fin 17.
[0034] Fig. 6A shows the fin 17 in the fully opened po-
sition, in which the cross-sectional length of the fin 17
extends in the front-rear direction of the vehicle. In the
figure, α 1 indicates a first angle defined between a hor-
izontal travel wind flow A1 and the first tangent line 63.
Because of the first angle α 1, first fin-closing pivoting
torque TA1 is produced in the pivot shaft 35 due to force
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(i.e., wind force or pressure) acting to close the fin 17 or
acting in a fin-closing direction.
[0035] Fig. 6B shows the fin 17 inclined about the pivot
shaft 35 by about 45° from the position of Fig. 6A in the
fin-closing direction. In this position, fin-opening pivoting
torque of the pivot shaft 35 produced due to wind pres-
sure, which the wind receiving surface 17a of the fin 17
receives from travel wind, becomes the greatest due to
positional relationship between the wind receiving sur-
face 17a of the fin 17 and the pivot shaft 35 and the shape
of the wind receiving surface 17a.
[0036] In Fig. 6B, α 2 indicates a second angle defined
between a horizontal travel wind flow A2 and the first
tangent line 63, and the second angle α 2 is greater than
the angle α 1 shown in Fig. 6A. Because of such a second
angle α 2, fin-closing pivoting torque is produced in the
pivot shaft 35 due to force acting to close the fin 17 or
acting in a fin-closing direction, and this fin-closing piv-
oting torque is greater than the first fin-closing pivoting
torque TA1 of Fig. 6A.
[0037] Further, α 3 indicates a third angle defined be-
tween a horizontal travel wind flow A3 and the second
tangent line 64. Because of such a third angle α 3, fin-
opening pivoting torque is produced in the pivot shaft 35
due to force acting to open the fin 17. As a consequence,
second fin-opening pivoting torque TA2, comprising a
combination of the fin-closing pivoting torque based on
the second angle α 2 and the fin-opening pivoting torque
based on the third angle α 3, is produced in the pivot
shaft 35.
[0038] Fig. 6C shows the fin 17 in the fully closed po-
sition fully closing the external air introduction section IN,
where the cross-sectional length of the fin 17 extends in
the up-down direction of the vehicle. Although horizontal
travel wind flows A4 and A5 hit the first slant surface 17j
and second slant surface 17k, respectively, the fin 17 is
influenced by relationship between a distance LF from
the pivot shaft 35 (more specifically, the axis 35a) to the
front end portion 17c and a distance LR from the pivot
shaft 35 to the rear end portion 17d (LR >LF) more greatly
than by fourth and fifth angles α 4 and α 5 defined be-
tween the horizontal travel wind flows A4 and A5 and the
first and second tangent lines 63 and 64, so that fin-open-
ing pivoting torque TA3 is produced in the pivot shaft 35
due to force acting to open the fin 17.
[0039] Figs. 7A to 7C show behavior of a comparative
conventional example of a fin 101 as compared to that
of the fin 17 employed in the first embodiment. Fig. 7A
shows the fin 101 in a fully opened position. The fin 101
is formed in a rectangular cross-sectional shape, and the
cross-sectional length of the fin 101 extends in the front-
rear direction of the vehicle.
[0040] The fin 101 has two surfaces opposite from
each other in the width direction of the fin 101, i.e. a wind
receiving surface 101a and a back surface 101b, and
front end rear end portions 101c and 101d opposite from
each other in the cross-sectional longitudinal or length
direction.

[0041] Because the entire flat wind receiving surface
101a extends along flows of travel wind, almost no piv-
oting torque is produced in a pivot shaft 102 of the fin 101.
[0042] Fig. 7B shows the fin 101 inclined by about 45°
from the position of Fig. 7A in the fin-closing direction. In
the position inclined by about 45°, fin-opening pivoting
torque of the pivot shaft 102 produced due to wind pres-
sure which the wind receiving surface 101a of the fin 101
receives from the travel wind, becomes the greatest due
to positional relationship between the wind receiving sur-
face 101a of the fin 101 and the pivot shaft 102 and the
shape of the wind receiving surface 101a.
[0043] In Fig. 7B, 101f indicates a lower wind receiving
surface portion of the surface 101a located below an im-
aginary horizontal straight line 105 passing the axis 102a
of the pivot shaft 102, and 101g indicates an upper wind
receiving surface portion of the surface 101a located
above the imaginary horizontal straight line 105. In this
case, an angle β 2 defined between a horizontal travel
wind flow A2 and the lower wind receiving surface portion
101f and an angle β3 defined between a horizontal travel
wind flow A3 and the upper wind receiving surface portion
101g have relationship of " β2 = β3 = 45° ".
[0044] Because of the angle β2, fin-closing pivoting
torque is produced in the pivot shaft 102 due to force
(wind force or pressure) acting to close the fin 101. Be-
cause of the angle β3, fin-opening pivoting torque is pro-
duced in the pivot shaft 102 due to force acting to open
the fin 101. As a consequence, fin-opening pivoting
torque TB2, comprising a combination of the fin-closing
pivoting torque based on the angle β2 and the fin-opening
pivoting torque based on the third angle β3, is produced
in the pivot shaft 102.
[0045] Fig. 7C shows the fin 101 in a fully closed po-
sition, where the cross-sectional length of the fin 101 ex-
tends in the up-down direction of the vehicle. Travel wind
flows A4 and A5 perpendicularly hit lower and upper por-
tions, respectively, of the wind receiving surface 101a
located below and above the axis 102a of the pivot shaft
102, so that fin-opening pivoting torque TB3 is produced
in the pivot shaft 102 due to force acing to open the fin
101 on the basis of relationship between a distance LF
from the pivot shaft 102 (more specifically, the axis 102a)
to the front end portion 101c and a distance LR from the
pivot shaft 102 to the rear end portion 101d.
[0046] Because the angle α 2 in Fig. 6B is greater than
the angle β2 in Fig. 7B, the pivoting torque produced due
to the force acting in the fin-closing direction is greater
in the fin 17 than in the fin 101. Further, because the
angle α3 in Fig. 6B is smaller than the angle β3 in Fig.
7B, the pivoting torque produced due to the force acting
in the fin-opening direction is smaller in the fin 17 than in
the fin 101.
[0047] Because the closing pivoting torque in the fin
17 is greater than in the fin 101 and the opening pivoting
torque in the fin 17 is smaller than in the fin 101 as noted
above, the fin 17 can be closed with a smaller force than
the fin 101. Thus, fin-closing pivoting torque that is to be
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produced by the torque motor 26 (see Fig. 1) can be
reduced, and thus, power consumption by the torque mo-
tor 26 can be reduced.
[0048] Further, because the angle α4 is smaller than
90° as seen in Figs. 6C and 7C, the pivoting torque by
the force acting in the fin-closing direction is smaller in
the fin 17 than in the fin 101. Furthermore, because the
angle α5 is smaller than 90° in Figs. 6C and 7C, the
pivoting torque by the force acting in the fin-opening di-
rection is smaller in the fin 17 than in the fin 101.
[0049] Because the pivoting torque by the force acting
in the fin-closing direction is smaller in the fin 17 than in
the fin 101 and the opening pivoting torque by the force
acting in the fin-opening direction is smaller in the fin 17
than in the fin 101 as noted above, the fin 17 can be
opened or closed with a smaller force than the fin 101.
Thus, the pivoting torque that is to be produced by the
torque motor 26 (see Fig. 1) in opening or closing the fin
17 can be reduced as compared to the pivoting torque
that is to be produced by the torque motor in opening or
closing the fin 101.
[0050] Fig. 8 is a graph showing relationship between
the opening pivoting torque and pivot angle of the fin 17
(Figs. 6A to 6C) employed in the first embodiment (here-
inafter "fin of the first embodiment" and shown as "Em-
bodiment 1" in the figure) and the opening pivoting torque
and pivot angle of the fin 101 (Figs. 7A to 7C), where the
vertical axis represents the opening pivoting torque TR
while the horizontal axis represents the pivot angle θ
(measured in degrees (°)) of the fin.
[0051] With the fin 17 of the first embodiment (Figs. 6A
to 6C), as indicated by a solid line in Fig. 8, the opening
pivoting torque TR is small when the fin pivot angle θ is
at and near zero degree (fully opened) angle and at and
near 90° (fully closed) angle, but it gradually becomes
great as the fin pivot angle θ approaches 45° and then
reaches the maximum at the fin pivot angle θ of 45°.
[0052] With the comparative conventional example
101, as indicated by a broken line in Fig. 8, the opening
pivoting torque TR is small when the fin pivot angle θ is
at and near zero degree and at and near 90° degree as
with the fine 17 of the first embodiment, but it gradually
becomes great as the fin pivot angle θ approaches 45°
and then reaches the maximum at a fin pivot angle θ of
slightly over 45°.
[0053] At the fin pivot angle θ of 45°, the opening piv-
oting torque TR of the fin 17 of the first embodiment takes
a value t1, while the opening pivoting torque TR of the
comparative example 101 takes a value t2 greater than
t1 (t1 < t2). The relationship of t1 < t2 is maintained at
the other pivot angles than 45°, and a difference between
t1 and t2 becomes the greatest when the fin pivot angle
θ is at and around 45°.
[0054] Fig. 9 is a graph showing relationship between
the necessary motor load of the torque motor 26 (Fig. 1)
and the fin pivot angle, where the vertical axis represents
the motor load LD of the torque motor 26 while the hor-
izontal load represents the pivot angle θ (measured in

degrees (°)) of the fin.
[0055] The motor load LD, which is torque necessary
for the torque motor 26 to pivot the plurality of fins 17, is
generated in view of a combination of torque for pivoting
the plurality of pivot shafts 35 by wind pressure acting on
the fins 17 and frictional force produced between the pivot
shafts 35 and pivot shaft support sections as the pivot
shafts 35 pivot.
[0056] With the fin 17 of the first embodiment ("Em-
bodiment 1" Fig. 6), as shown by a solid line in Fig. 9,
not only the motor load LD but also an increase amount
of the motor load LD per fin pivot angle θ gradually in-
creases as the fin 17 is closed from the fully opened po-
sition, and the motor load LD becomes the greatest when
the fin 17 is fully closed.
[0057] Once the fin 17 of the first embodiment stops
pivoting after having been fully closed, no more frictional
force is produced between the pivot shaft 35 and the pivot
shaft support section, the motor load LD only has to be
of a value or level L3 for retaining the fin 17 in the closed
position.
[0058] On the other hand, with the comparative con-
ventional example, as shown by a broken line in Fig. 9,
the motor load LD increases from a level corresponding
to the fully opened angle to a level corresponding to the
fully closed angle with a similar increasing tendency to
that of the fin 17 of the first embodiment, but it is greater
in value than the motor load LD required for the fin 17 of
the first embodiment.
[0059] At the fin pivot angle θ of 45°, the motor loads
LD for the fin 17 of the first embodiment and the compar-
ative conventional example are L1 and L2, respectively,
and a difference between the motor loads LD for the fin
17 of the first embodiment and the comparative conven-
tional example (i.e., L2 - L1) becomes the greatest in the
fin pivot angle range of 0° to 90°.
[0060] Thus, with the fin 17 of the first embodiment,
the motor load LD can be reduced over the entire fin pivot
angle range of 0° to 90° as compared with the compar-
ative conventional example, so that reduced power con-
sumption can be achieved. In addition, the torque motor
26 can be reduced in capacity, which can thereby reduce
the size, weight, necessary installation space and cost
of the torque motor 26.
[0061] In the first embodiment of the front-vehicle-
body-section ventilation structure, as described above in
relation to Figs. 3 and 4, the shutter mechanism 13 is
provided as an opening/closing means for the external
air introduction section IN comprising the grille 21 and
duct 22 and capable of introducing travel wind from the
opening portions 21a located at the front end portion of
the vehicle body, and the shutter mechanism (opening/
closing means) 13 is opened and closed by the torque
motor 26 as a drive means so that the amount of the
travel wind to be introduced through the grille 21 and duct
22 is controlled. Further, in the instant embodiment of
the front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure, the
shutter mechanism 13 comprises the plurality of fins 17
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arranged in a side-by-side vertical row in such a manner
as to fully close the grille 21 and duct 22 (these grille 21
and duct 22 constitute the external air introduction sec-
tion IN). Each of the plurality of fins 17 has its respective
or separate pivot shaft 35 about which the fin 17 can pivot
into the opened and closed positions to fully open and
close the external air introduction section IN. Each of the
pivot shafts 35 extends not only perpendicularly or at
right angles to the arranged direction (side-by-side row)
of the fins 17 but also along the corresponding fin 17 in
the fully closed position. Each of the pivot shafts 35 is
offset toward the back surface 17b, opposite from the
wind receiving surface 17a, of the corresponding fin 17
in the fully closed position without projecting, or being
exposed, from the wind receiving surface 17a.
[0062] With the aforementioned structural arrange-
ments, no concave/convex surfaces are formed on the
wind receiving surfaces 17a of the fins 17, and thus, no
disturbance occurs in flows of travel wind due to the wind
receiving surfaces 17a, so that the travel wind can be
delivered or directed smoothly into the radiator 23 and
engine room. In this way, the instant embodiment can
enhance aerodynamic performance of the vehicle body
and effectively prevent generation of undesired wind
roar. Also, the instant embodiment can achieve an en-
hanced design freedom of the wind receiving surfaces
17a and can finely adjust an amount of flows of travel
wind and finely set a directing direction of travel wind.
[0063] Further, because each of the pivot shaft 35 is
provided closer to the front end portion 17c of the corre-
sponding fin 17 in the opened position (where the cross-
sectional length of the fin 17 extends in the front-rear
direction of the vehicle) than the centerline 55 passing
the center of the cross-sectional length of the fin 17. Thus,
it is possible to not only reduce the area of a wind receiv-
ing surface portion of the fin 17 which acts to pivot the
fin 17 in the closing direction when travel wind has hit the
fin 17, but also increase the area of a wind receiving
surface portion of the fin 17 which acts to pivot the fin 17
in the opening direction. In this way, the instant embod-
iment can reduce the motor load of the torque motor 26
necessary for opening each of the fins 17.
[0064] Further, each of the wind receiving surface 17a
has: the top portion 17h located on its partway position
in the cross-sectional longitudinal direction of the fin 17;
and the first slant surface 17j lying from the top portion
17h to the front end portion 17c; the second slant surface
17j lying from the top portion 17h to the rear end portion
17d. Also, the first slant surface 17j is formed to slant
forward and downward to gradually approach the back
surface 17b in a direction toward front end portion 17c,
while the second slant surface 17k is formed to slant rear-
ward and downward to gradually approach the back sur-
face 17b in a direction toward the rear end portion 17d.
Thus, when the fin 17 has started pivoting in the closing
direction from the fully opened position, the first slant
surface 17j can increase travel wind pressure that acts
to pivot the fin 17 in the closing direction, and the second

slant surface 17k can reduce travel wind pressure that
acts to pivot the fin 17 in the opening direction. In this
way, the instant embodiment can reduce the load of the
torque motor 26 required when each of the fins 17 is to
be closed, thereby reducing the power consumption by
the torque motor 26.
[0065] Further, as described above in relation to Figs.
5 and 8, when the fin 17 is at a given pivot angle of, for
example, 45° from the fully opened position where travel
wind pressure the wind receiving surface 17a receives
becomes the greatest, the top portion 17h and the pivot
shaft 35 are positioned (to align with each other) on the
same imaginary horizontal straight line 57 extending
along the travel wind directing direction. Thus, at the giv-
en fin pivot angle where travel wind pressure the wind
receiving surface 17a receives becomes the greatest,
the first slant surface 17j, whose entire surface is located
closer to the front end portion 17c than the horizontal
straight line 57, can increase auxiliary fin-closing pivoting
force imparted by travel wind pressure, while the second
slant surface 17k, whose entire surface is located closer
to the rear end portion 17d than the horizontal straight
line 57, can reduce force occurring due to travel wind
pressure and impeding pivoting movement, in the closing
direction, of the fin 17 (i.e., fin-closing impeding force).
[0066] Thus, at the given fin pivot angle where travel
wind pressure the wind receiving surface 17a receives
becomes the greatest, the instant embodiment can re-
duce the load of the torque motor 26 necessary for driving
the fins 17 as compared to conventionally-known venti-
lation structures employing, for example, the fins 101 of
Fig. 7A having the flat wind receiving surface 101a.
[0067] Next, a description will be given about a second
embodiment of the front-vehicle-body-section ventilation
structure of the present invention, with reference to Figs.
10 to 14. Similar elements to those in the first embodiment
are indicated by the same reference numerals as used
for the first embodiment and will not be described here
to avoid unnecessary duplication.
[0068] As shown in Fig. 10, each of the fins 17 in the
fully closed position includes an overlapping portion 71
which extends along the pivot shaft (shaft portion) 35 and
which overlaps with part of another fin 71 adjoining the
fin 17. Whereas the lowermost fin 17 and the middle fin
17 have such overlapping portions 71 at and near their
respective rear end portions 17d, the uppermost fin 17
has no such overlapping portion 71 at and near its rear
end portion 17d. Further, although the second embodi-
ment is shown as including three fins 17, it may include
any other desired number of fins 17, such as two or four,
as long as travel wind can be controllably introduced
through the fins 17 in the manner described above in
relation to the first embodiment.
[0069] The pivot shaft 35 employed in the second em-
bodiment is positioned as follows. In the second embod-
iment, a region S of the wind receiving surface 17a that
receives travel wind when the corresponding fin 17 is in
the fully closed position is provided as an effective wind
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receiving surface 72, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Each
of the middle and lowermost fins 17 has, at and near its
rear end portion 17d, a region U which overlaps with part
of the adjoining fin 17 is provided as the overlapping por-
tion 71.
[0070] Further, in the second embodiment, as shown
in Fig. 11, the front end portion 17c of each of the fins 17
is provided as an effective front end 17c, and the opposite
end from the effective front end 17c is provided as an
effective rear end 17d. The effective wind receiving sur-
face 72 has a length Sa from the effective front end 17c
to the center (or axis) 75 of the pivot shaft 35 and a length
Sb from the center 75 of the pivot shaft 35 to the effective
rear end 74, and a length ratio between the length Sa
and the length Sb is "4.8 : 5.2" at a position 76 of the
effective wind receiving surface 72, and the pivot shaft
35 is disposed between such a position 76 and the ef-
fective front end 17c, i.e. in a region of the length Sa.
[0071] Further, on condition that the pivot shaft 35 is
disposed in the region Sa, it is more preferable that the
pivot shaft 35 be located in a region Sd lying from a po-
sition 77, where a length ratio between a length Sc from
the effective front end 17c to the center 75 of the pivot
shaft 35 and a length Sd from the center 75 of the pivot
shaft 35 to the effective rear end 74 is "4.5 : 5.5", to the
effective rear end 74. Namely, it is more preferable that
the pivot shaft 35 be located in a region R (hatched region
R in Fig. 11) where the length ratio is in a range of "4.8 :
5.2" to "4.5 : 5.5". Note that reference numeral 78 in Fig.
11 indicates a middle point of the travel wind receiving
region S.
[0072] However, in the uppermost fin 17, which has no
overlapping portion 71, the entire wind receiving surface
17a constitutes the effective wind receiving surface 72,
and the rear end portion 17c constitutes the effective rear
end.
[0073] The following describe behavior of the fin 17
employed in the second embodiment.
[0074] When the vehicle has got into a puddle, water
splashed up by wheels of the vehicle might enter through
the external air introduction section IN as indicated by
thick arrows in Fig. 2.
[0075] As shown in Fig. 12, water flows A6 and A7
respectively hit a portion 81 of the effective wind receiving
surface 72 closer to the effective front end 17c than the
pivot shaft 35 and a portion 82 of the effective wind re-
ceiving surface 72 closer to the effective rear end 74 than
the pivot shaft 35. However, fin-opening pivoting torque
TA4 is produced in the pivot shaft 35 due to force acting
to open the fin 17 by being influenced by a distance La
from the pivot shaft 35 (more specifically, the axis 35a of
the pivot shaft 35) to the effective front end 17c and a
distance Lb from the pivot shaft 35 to the effective rear
end 74 (Lb > La) more strongly than angles α4 and α5
defined by the horizontal water flow A6 and the tangent
line 63 and by the horizontal water flow A7 and the tan-
gent line 64.
[0076] Fig. 13A is a view explanatory of behavior of a

comparative conventional example of a fin 110. In the
comparative conventional example 110, the axis 112 of
a pivot shaft 111 is located closer to an effective rear end
114 of the fin 110 than a middle point of an effective wind
receiving surface 113. In this example, no pivoting torque
is produced in the fin-opening direction even when water
flows have hit the effective wind receiving surface 113
as indicated by white arrows, and thus, the fin 110 is not
opened. As a consequence, the water flows are pushed
back from the effective wind receiving surface 113, im-
posing a load on the fin 110.
[0077] Fig. 13B is a view explanatory of behavior of
the fin 17 employed in the second embodiment (shown
as "Embodiment 2" in the figure). When water has hit the
fin 17, pivoting torque is produced in the fin-opening di-
rection as set forth above in relation to Fig. 12, so that
the fin 17 is opened to allow the water to escape as in-
dicated by white arrows. Thus, a load on the fin 17 can
be reduced.
[0078] The following describe relationship between the
position of the pivot shaft and the load on the fin, with
reference to Figs. 14 and 15. In Fig. 14, the vertical axis
P represents the motor load during pivoting movement
of the fin 17 in the opening direction, and an inclination
angle of a solid-line curve indicates a reduction rate of
the motor load; a smaller inclination angle of the solid-
line curve (i.e., solid-line curve portion closer to the hor-
izontal line) indicates a smaller reduction rate of the motor
load while a greater inclination angle of the solid-line
curve (i.e., solid-line curve portion closer to the vertical
line) indicates a greater reduction rate of the motor load).
[0079] In the case where the pivot shaft 35 is disposed
in a region lying from a position, where the length ratio
between the length from the effective front end to the
center of the pivot shaft 35 and the length from the center
of the pivot shaft 35 to the effective rear end is "4.8 : 5.2",
to the effective front end, the fin 17 pivots from the fully
closed position in the opening direction due to a water
hammer and thereby allows a water hammer load on the
fin 17 to escape, as shown in Fig. 14. Namely, in the case
where the pivot shaft 35 is disposed close to the effective
front end 17c, the fin 17 is easy to pivot in the opening
direction due to a water hammer.
[0080] Further, in the case where the pivot shaft 35 is
disposed in a region lying from a position, where the
length ratio between the length from the effective front
end to the center of the pivot shaft 35 and the length from
the center of the pivot shaft 35 to the effective rear end
is "4.5 : 5.5" when the fin 17 is in the closed position, to
the effective rear end, a higher reduction rate of the motor
load can be achieved, and thus, the motor load can be
reduced. Namely, in the case where the pivot shaft 35 is
disposed close to the effective rear end 74 of the fin 17
as shown in Fig. 15C, a higher reduction rate of the motor
load can be achieved.
[0081] Furthermore, in the case where the pivot shaft
35 is disposed in the region R, where the regions men-
tioned above in relation to Fig. 14 overlap with each other,
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as shown in Fig. 15B, a load imposed on the fin 17 due
to a water hammer is allowed to escape, and the motor
load can be reduced.
[0082] According to the second embodiment, as
shown in Figs. 11 and 14, the pivot shaft 35 is disposed
in the region lying from the position, where the length
ratio between the length from the effective front end 17c
to the center 75 of the pivot shaft 35 and the length from
the center 75 of the pivot shaft 35 to the effective rear
end 74 is "4.8 : 5.2", to the effective front end 17c.
[0083] Thus, in response to any types of water ham-
mers, the above-described arrangements can create a
difference in fin-opening direction between a water ham-
mer load (water pressure) received by the wind receiving
surface portion 81 lying from the effective front end 17c
to the center 75 of the pivot shaft 35 and a water hammer
load (water pressure) received by the wind receiving sur-
face portion 82 lying from the center 75 of the pivot shaft
35 to the effective rear end 74, so that the fin 17 can be
opened reliably. Consequently, when a water hammer
has hit the fin 17, the second embodiment can reliably
cause the fin 17 to pivot from the closed position toward
the opened position and thereby allows the water ham-
mer load on the fin 17 to escape past the fin 17, so that
it can reliably protect the fin 17.
[0084] As set forth above in relation to Figs. 11 and
14, the pivot shaft 35 is provided in the region R where
the above-mentioned length ratio is in the range of 4.8 :
5.2 to 4.5 : 5.5. Therefore, the pivot shaft 35 can be pre-
vented from being located at a position closer to the ef-
fective front end 17c than a position where the motor load
reduction rate critically lowers when the fin 17 is opened,
and can be located at a position where the motor load is
not increased while the fin 17 is in the closed position.
[0085] In the above-described first and second embod-
iments, when the fin 17 is positioned such that its cross-
sectional length extends in the front-rear direction, the
wind receiving surface 17a of the fin 17 has a first surface
portion lying from the top portion 17h to the front end
portion 17c and slanting to gradually approach the back
surface 17b in the direction toward the front end portion
17c and a second surface portion lying from the top por-
tion 17h to the rear end portion 17d and slanting to grad-
ually approach the back surface 17b in the direction to-
ward the rear end portion 17d, as shown in Fig. 4. How-
ever, the present invention is not so limited, and the wind
receiving surface 17a may be formed in such a manner
that the first surface portion lying from the top portion 17h
to the front end portion 17c slants to gradually approach
the back surface 17b in the direction toward the front end
portion 17c while the second surface portion lying from
the top portion 17h to the rear end portion 17d extends
straight rearwardly without slanting.
[0086] Further, whereas the pivot shaft 35 has been
shown and described above as disposed closer to the
front end portion 17c than the centerline 55 passing the
center of the cross-sectional length L of the fin 17, the
present invention is not so limited, and the pivot shaft 35

may be disposed on the centerline 55.
[0087] Furthermore, whereas the fins 17 have been
shown and described above as provided in the external
air introduction section IN in vertically spaced-apart re-
lation to one another, the fins 17 may be provided in the
external air introduction section IN and spaced from one
another in any desired direction, as long as the external
air introduction section IN can be opened and closed via
the fins 17.
[0088] The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation
structure of the present invention is well suited for appli-
cation to automotive vehicles.
[0089] A ventilation structure includes: an external air
introduction section IN capable of introducing travel wind
from front-end opening portions 21a into a front vehicle
body section; a shutter mechanism 13 provided in the
introduction section and openable and closable to control
an amount of travel wind to be introduced into the body
section. The shutter mechanism 13 includes a plurality
of fins 17 arranged in vertically spaced-apart relation to
one another and pivotable about their respective pivot
shafts (35 extending in a width direction of the vehicle.
Each of the pivot shafts 35 is provided offset toward a
back surface 17b of the fin opposite from a wind receiving
surface 17a of the fin which faces forward of the vehicle
when the fin is in a closed position.

Claims

1. A front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
comprising:

an external air introduction section (IN) capable
of introducing travel wind from opening portions
(21a) provided in a front end section of a vehicle
body; and
an opening/closing means (13) provided in the
external air introduction section (IN) for control-
ling an amount of travel wind to be introduced
from the opening portions, the opening/closing
means (13) including a plurality of fins (17) ar-
ranged in a side-by-side row,
each of the fins (17) having a respective shaft
portion (35) about which the fin is pivotable, via
a drive means, between a fully opened position
and a fully closed position to open and close the
external air introduction section, the shaft por-
tions (35) of the fins (17) extending not only per-
pendicularly to the row of the fins (17) but also
along lengths of the fins,
each of the shaft portions (35) being offset to-
ward a back surface (17b) of a corresponding
one of the fins, opposite from a travel wind re-
ceiving surface (17a) of the corresponding fin,
without being exposed from the travel wind re-
ceiving surface (17a) of the fin in the fully closed
position.
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2. The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
of claim 1, wherein each of the shaft portions (35) is
provided at a center position in a cross-sectional
length direction of the corresponding fin or provided
closer to a front end portion (17c) of the fin than the
center position in the cross-sectional length direc-
tion, as viewed when the fin is in the opened position
with the cross-sectional length of the fin (17) oriented
in a front-rear direction of the vehicle.

3. The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
of claim 2, wherein the wind receiving surface (17a)
of each of the fins (17) has a top portion (17h) located
on a partway position in the cross-sectional length
direction of the fin, a first slant surface (17j) lying
from the top portion (17h) to the front end portion
(17c), and a second slant surface (17k) lying from
the top portion to a rear end portion (17d) of the fin
as viewed when the fin is in the opened position with
the cross-sectional length of the fin oriented in the
front-rear direction of the vehicle, and
wherein the first slant surface (17j) slants to gradually
approach the back surface (17b) of the fin in a direc-
tion toward the front end portion (17c), while the sec-
ond slant surface (17k) slants to gradually approach
the back surface (17c) of the fin in a direction toward
the rear end portion (17d).

4. The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
of claim 3, wherein, at a pivot angle of the fin where
wind pressure the wind receiving surface (17a) of
the fin receives from the travel wind becomes great-
est, the top portion (17h) and the shaft portion (35)
are located in alignment with each other on a same
imaginary straight line (57) extending along a travel
wind directing direction of the ventilation structure.

5. The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
of claim 3 or 4, wherein a region of the wind receiving
surface (17a) which receives travel wind when the
fin (17) is in the fully closed position constitutes an
effective wind receiving surface (72), the front end
portion (17c) of the fin constitutes an effective front
end (17c) and an end (17d) of the effective wind re-
ceiving surface (72) opposite from the effective front
end (17c) constitutes an effective rear end (17d), and
wherein the shaft portion (35) is disposed in a region
lying from a position, where a ratio between a length
from the effective front end (17c) to a center (75) of
the shaft portion (35) and a length from the center
(75) of the shaft portion (35) to the effective rear end
(17d) is 4.8 : 5.2, to the effective front end (17d).

6. The front-vehicle-body-section ventilation structure
of claim 5, wherein the shaft portion (35) is disposed
in a region where the ratio is in a range from 4.8 : 1
5.2 to 4.5 : 5.5.
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